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D at eN ame C lass

Complete each analogy from the word list below. 

1. Fish is to swim as bird is to __________________.

2. Tiger is to stripes as leopard is to __________________.

3. Cow is to herd as lion is to __________________.

4. Kitten is to cat as kid is to __________________.

5. Pink is to pig as white is to __________________.

6. Duck is to duckling as bear is to __________________.

7. Elephant is to huge as mouse is to __________________.

8. Koala is to Australia as giraffe is to __________________.

9. Dog is to lungs as fish is to __________________.

10. Turtle is to reptile as frog is to __________________.

11. Gallop is to horse as soar is to __________________.

	12. Mammal is to deer as fish is to __________________.

Animal Analogies

salmon
spots
tiny

goat
Africa

polar bear

pride
cub
gills

amphibian
fly

eagle
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